January 25, 2016
PULSCO Headquarters to relocate effective March 1st, 2016
PULSCO announced today the relocation of their corporate offices to the Carnegie Business Park in Santa Ana, CA,
bordering Irvine and approximately 4 miles from John Wayne/ Orange County airport, (K-SNA).
PULSCO: 1813 East Dyer Road, Suite 401, Santa Ana, CA 92705
The new location is in line with the strategic growth plans and will provide additional office space for Engineering,
Operations and Administration. The new facility will also house an expanded R & D testing laboratory, near future FAA
Repair station and have both formal Demonstration and Training rooms plus have ample room for additional growth. The
move is to take effect in late February with the prime goal to make a ‘seamless’ transition for our Customers,
Representatives and Suppliers.
‘The move will enhance our capabilities for both product development and product extensions for our Hydropneumatic
Surge and Pressure Control Systems, Liquid and Gas Dampeners and our industrial class Vent and Line Silencers,*
comments Kurt Menke, President. ‘Additionally we look to again enhance our Professional Services business line
including Transient Analysis modeling, Control Panel development, site consultations and commissioning offerings for all
three PULSCO product lines.’
For Hydropneumatic Systems, PULSCO continues to refine the ‘value engineering’ proposition by leveraging over (90)
years of experience to develop system Control Panels featuring both design and programming to deliver a high
quality/high value robust units considering the needs of facility End Users, Engineering and Operators.
The Silencer product line will be enhanced by the ‘in-house’ modeling and ‘flow test suite’ capabilities which will net
several design optimizations and improvements for process management applications.
Aerospace, Defense and Industrial Dampeners, the expansion of our ‘hydraulic test bench’ and the impending FAA Repair
Station will create additional opportunities to augment our award winning product line.
PULSCO is targeting to host an ‘open house’ event in the spring of 2016 and will commence formal consulting engineer,
plant operators and representatives training and demonstrations.
For any questions, please contact our Irvine office: 949.261.1717, E: sales@pulsco.com URL: www.pulsco.com

* Hydropneumatic

PULSCO’s Hydropneumatic Systems are widely recognized by engineers, contractors and system users as the
most dependable, predictable, safest and cost efficient form of surge protection available. PULSCO, a pioneer of surge control and
pulsation dampener methods of pressure transient and pulsation control, have a substantial history of proven performance since first
installed in 1922.
Silencer PULSCO’s Blowdown Vent Silencers and Line Silencers provide the solution to high intensity, broadband noise associated
with pressure relief systems and gas/steam line turbulence. PULSCO Vent and Line Silencers are designed and engineered as a
system, specifically matched to a Fisher Control valve system to reduce the overall cost for the valve and silencer package.

Dampener

PULSCO was the first to develop Pulsation Dampener products that utilizes acoustic theory and techniques to attenuate
pressure pulsation problems, thereby reducing acoustic noise and vibration. For over 50 years, PULSCO has used state-of-the-art
design methods to thoroughly analyze compressor and piping systems.
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